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Thomas Ink Company  / Levi H Thomas Ink Co (America) 
Waterbury, Vermont (c1863-72) 
Reading, Michigan (1872-c1879) 
7059 N. Clark Street, Chicago (Rogers Park, 1880)  
229 Kinzie Street, Chicago (1892-94) 
921 Fulton Street, Chicago (1894-1930) The homeopathic physician Dr 
Levi Thomas (1836-began making ink at Waterbury in Vermont in 1863 
before moving to Michigan in  

1872. First at the Thomas Ink and Blueing Factory (probably formerly 

the Reading Ink Co) before moving (c 1879) to Chicago. The company’s 
labels after the move feature a trade mark black cat; ‘Reading’ small 
print on text-only labels indicates earlier items. In Chicago they were 
manufacturers of writing fluids, inks, mucilage, liquid glue and bluing. Snowflake paste became one of their best sellers. By 
1900 Levi was no longer listed as a manufacturer but as an ‘ink promoter’ having sold the company in 1889. In 1896 he 
patented a design for a copying ink decanter that was to be used by Paul’s Ink as their ‘safety Bottle’ (see Paul’s Ink under 
P10-3-5). Thomas sold to a partnership headed by industrialist Warren McArthur who rebranded (introducing the Black Cat) 
and discontinued the paper bottles, but by 1894 it had become a division of Sanford MFG Co, the other big ink company of 
Chicago, fading away as a brand in the early 1920s. 

The range of 20th century packaging can be seen in their catalogue (above), most of which are label-only. 

Some earlier items and embossed bottles are singled out below.  

 

T16.1&2 
Embossed ‘L.H.THOMAS / INK’ - 1872-1889 

Aqua glass cylinder decanters with wide collar lips [T16.1] with only ‘L.H. 
THOMAS [cd] / INK’, along with cone-shaped tooled-lip bottles [T16.2] (aqua, 

puce, light green, pale blue and amber) with the same embossing, are pre-1889. 
The decanters sometimes have the additional base embossing ‘PATENTED 

APRIL 13 1875’. The patent was assigned to Thomas Synnott for a lip making 
tool which also formed an interior pouring lip. 

 Covil figs 903-908 (decanters – at least three sizes) $30, 75-77 (cones), 
323-327 cylinders.
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T10.1.3a-b 
Spiral Shell Snail (Lefils / Boissac) 
The naturalistic shell is a spiral, and resembles a winkle shell, 
with the shell apex set slightly to one side. The rippling 
mollusc’s foot stretches behind the shell and is raised on a 
plinth base. The 1878 Maurin catalogue pictured a snail figural 
that may be this bottle. The illustration lacks the base plinth and 

appears to show a 
label pane as with 
the variant listed 
below but embossed 
for Lefils. There are 
two, possibly three known versions. An illustration in Covill of a clear glass 
example [T10.1.3a] fails to convey fully the three dimensional nature but an aqua 
example in the Savage collection is likely to be from the same mould. The neck on 
Covill’s is ground down below the upper part of the shell, making this seem a 
fountain type bottle but the Savage one is higher. The Covill may have had 
damage that had been ground back. The Ault collection’s vivid cobalt example has 
a lip that would not take a fitted cap, whilst a further green example has a burst lip. 

One known of each colour (clear, aqua, cobalt and mid-olive green). French; 1.8H x 3.5L  
Covill no 1292 (clear, ground lip) [T11.3.2a] / Ault (cobalt, burst or sheared) / Savage (aqua, sheared lip) [T11.3.2a] / 
 
Another mould is unique in being embossed and having a label 
pane, appears to be a close match but the mould has been 
adjusted to accommodate the new features. It is embossed 
‘ENCRE FRANCAISES // LEFILS PARIS’ [T10.1.3b] to the 
snail’s foot. Monsieur Boissac an inks and glue maker, made 
the Encres Francaises brand that was sold through the firm of 
A. Lefils, 8 Avenue du Bel-Air near Place de la Nation in Paris. 
Encre Francaises had won a gold medal at the 1878 and 1880 
Universal Exhibitions. This bottle would be a close match to the 
Toiray / Maurin’s catalogue; there the snail’s foot has no plinth 
as here, but the label pane is ovoid and the spout projects 
forwards, not pointing steeply upwards as with this. All the 
snails are very rare.  
Aqua - formerly in the Anderson Library Collection and now part of the Fynn. 
 
Tortoises or Turtles 

T10.1.4 
Divided shell Tortoise? 
Deeply divided cut-glass-like shell sections and scaly legs 
indicated to lower edge with a long neck terminating in a metal 
lid. Amethyst may suggest this is not a packaging bottle; only 
one example seen and probably American; 1.5H x 4.4L 
Covill fig 1287/ Norman C Heckler & Co sale #167, lot 70, 
$4,973 
 
T10.1.5 
French 

Tortoise 
Probably French in aqua and cobalt, with the pattern of the shells as 
low embossing all over, with vestigial feet, the reptile having pulled 
them in. The head is delineated open mouthed as if swallowing the 

spout. 2H 
BBR Oct 2013, 
lot 115 / Antique 
Bottle Collector 12, p.9 & 16, p7 /  Covill fig.1288 / Odell Inks vol II, p.45, 
$300 & $400 (clear & aqua) / Heckler 16, lot 193 (clear) / Ault, Kerrige, 
Savage and Anderson library collections (cobalt and aqua)   
 
*Two other turtle figurals are listed under ‘Turtle’ Off-set Neck 
T10.1.6-7 
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mass production. Regarded as worthless the labels and patent shapes particularly of major pen makers brands become 
much more important.  
 
Cobalt Blue 

These bottles have the pigment hue of dark ultramarine or 
deep blue-violet. Cobalt as a pigment hue, is actually 
nearer to the usual shade of mid-blue bottles. Although 
confusing, the name is factually based: derived from a 
chemical constituent - cobalt oxide - used to produce 
deep blue in molten glass. I have continued to use cobalt 
to describe deep ultramarine bottles. Paler shades are 
referred to roughly as ‘mid blue’ (a shade like deep topaz) or ‘ice blue’ (sky blue, 

topaz or pale aquamarine blue). Blue glass always adds value. 
 

Greens 

Green glass is much less common than blue. The most likely 
explanation is that it held green ink which is associated with more 
eccentric authors (now sometimes known as ‘the green ink brigade’). 
Olive green or ‘bottle glass’, most commonly used for wine bottles 

(except for USA glassmakers) is extremely 
uncommon in Britain or in Europe: the only firm 
deliberately using it were Todd’s of Perth and 
Thomas Johnston. Inks in vivid, bright emerald 

shades or light to deep viridian are highly prized 
and can substantially increase value.  

 
Yellow, Citrine & Amber 

Everyone agrees yellow is very rare in antique bottle glass but what shade constitutes this 
term is often highly disputed. A strong, distinct yellow is certainly 
exceptionally rare in any glass bottle. Whilst decorative pressed 

glass inkwells were deliberately produced in a clean, clear or 
uranium yellow (teakettles), most ordinary bottles were not. 
Wishful thinking can suggest that what is really very light amber or 

yellowish aqua, is yellow. Near yellow in these is the 
result of accident and impurity in the crucible.  
 
Since amber, whether in shades from dark treacle 
brown through, smoky coffee quartz, intense amber 
to honey yellow, is actually extremely uncommon, the 
point might seem academic. But the yellow glass 
packaging bottle remains a touchstone and of premium 
value to collectors. The strength of the shade and its 
lack of amber hues are the test. Items in a very weak, 

watery, slightly yellow Champagne tinged aqua are closest to yellow. 
Pure deep yellow is still to surface but shades close to the gem stone 

colour ‘citrine’, are known. Extremely rare, 
they are largely confined to two brands: 
Derby All British (Jascot) pyramids and 
Field’s ABM bottles. Others in the lightest 
shades of honey amber are next in the 
spectrum. Dealers will naturally want to call 
all these yellow but it’s best to remain 
dispassionate yourself before you part with the substantial sums 
often quoted. 
 

Red Glass 

A strong clear red is unusual in any bottle. Most examples are very dark, looking black until held 

to strong light and showing a claret or port-like red. Pure red involved the addition of gold to the 

glass melt. There are accounts about the glasshouse owner coming personally to throw a gold  

A Hard Act 

to Follow
Guy Burch, editor of Britain’s BBR magazine, 
describes following in the footsteps of William Covill Jr.

It has taken me almost 20 years to complete my book 

on ‘Inks, Glues, Polish & Blacking Bottles.’ When I 

started it, I had in mind a British version of William 

Covill Jr’s ‘Ink Bottles and Inkwells’ published in 

1971. It was already well out of print when I got a 

second-hand copy in the 1990s and is still a collector’s 

bible with regards to American inks. The book 

pictured 200 embossed bottles. When 

his collection was sold by Skinner 

in 1980 the sale ran to 840 lots; his 

provenance still adding a premium 

when they appear at auction.

It felt like a tall order to even consider trying 

to match it for breadth, and pretty rapidly I 

understood quite what an achievement it had 

been. The shear headache of trying to bring 

some kind of order to the vast range of this 

昀椀eld is the 昀椀rst problem. Covill settled on 
dividing them into shape and type headings 

with each preceded with an introductory 

essay where he would add some company 

details or discuss patents. It was an elegant 

book but not the model I’ve used. There is no 

such thing as a ‘de昀椀nitive’ book on bottles. Something I learnt 

having completed my poisons 

book ‘Deadly Pleasures’ for BBR. It has hundreds listed but new 

bottles always come along. Apart from comprehensiveness, a 

book is de昀椀ned by the story you plan 
to tell. Helping me were plenty of 

collectors, not least in the USA.

My own book has 2,000 actual 

items pictured in colour and many 

more in adverts and trade images 

(in total around 4,000 images are 

included). It takes the form of a 

dictionary with companies, countries 

and bottles types (shapes) listed 

alphabetically. Brands and retailers 

run from Acton’s Mexican Blacking 

to Zuline’s marking ink. Under each 

I’ve tried to run down a company 

history and then order all their 

bottles beginning with the earliest. 

Covill did not supply information 

on prices, rarity or provenance (they 

were all his!) but I have attempted 

this together with colours and 

sizes known. All my listings are 

given a unique code which is cross 

referenced with relevant auction 
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lots, Covill’s and others (Joe Mathew’s excellent Teakettle Guide 

for instance). Embossed or labelled bottles can be found by name 

(even by scant letters or monograms) 

but plain ones require separate headings 

that match Covill’s: from ‘Bell Shaped’ 

to ‘Umbrellas,’ via ‘Octangonals’ and 

‘Teakettle Fountains.’ Figurals too, with 

entries for Barrels, Cottages, Shoes and 

Boots, Human Figures and more are 

scattered throughout.

Although I cover all the main 

companies, I haven’t attempted to do a 

comprehensive American guide. Ed and 

Lucy Faulkner’s ‘Inks,’ which can legitimately 

claim to be the heir to Covill where American 

bottles are concerned, is the nearest to that. 

They very kindly printed me a copy of the 

2017 edition which I was pleased to see used 

a similar method to order things. Great minds 

think alike! What I felt was needed was a book 

that centred on Britain and its old empire, but 

covered the rest of the world. In Covill’s day 

collecting bottles was far more restrained by 

country but not today. 

With the advent of the Internet and online auctions, 

collecting has become international. Although there 

are blogs and forums there was nothing in the way 

of a comprehensive guide. It became clear to me that 

just con昀椀ning the book to British bottles was not 
suf昀椀cient. It was necessary to discuss their similarity 
and confusion caused by bottles that were turning up 

all over the world but may not have originated in that 

country. The exporting of companies such as Staffords 

for instance, who had British bottles made over here, 

or of David’s of New York who registered and ordered 

theirs from British potters, or Carr’s who sold mostly 

for export to Australia. 

I discuss the design. Confusion with perfumes and 

lamps; why a glue or type of ink needed a different 

shape; why the pens you used altered the bottles 

needed. The differences in bottle making are discussed 

under country headings: pontils and burst lips for 

instance. Where Covill did get things wrong was 

in assigning some bottles to USA. This is most 

apparent with teakettles and 昀椀gurals, many of which 
he thought American but are actually French. I have 

full listings for not only the fancy French makers like 

Maurin and Antoine & Fils, but also Dutch, German, 

Scandinavian and Eastern European bottles and more. 

My book concentrates on throw-away packaging: I do 

not include re昀椀llable inkwells and fancy ornamental 
teakettles that were sold empty. I have done the work 

on these too but that will have to wait for the next 

volume! 

BBR aims to launch the book at the UK Summer 
National on the 1st and 2nd of July 2023. It will be 
some 440 pages, with a hardback, colour dust jacketed 
cover with colour images throughout. Priced at £100 
but Alan Blakeman at BBR, handling the distribution, 
is offering a pre-publication price of just £80. Overseas 
postage will be calculated exactly once printed but 
collectors can pre order with a deposit of £20. 

Contact Alan: alan@onlinebbr.com.


